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exclusively within the pages of the prestigious Believer magazine. You’re All Just Jealous of My Jetpack distils perfectly Gauld’s dark humor, impeccable timing,
Ada's Algorithm James Essinger 2014-10-14 “[Ada Lovelace], like Steve Jobs, stands at the intersection of arts and technology."—Walter Isaacson, author of

and distinctive style. Arrests by the fiction police and fictional towns designed by Tom Waits intermingle hilariously with piercing observations about human

The Innovators Over 150 years after her death, a widely-used scientific computer program was named “Ada,” after Ada Lovelace, the only legitimate daughter

behavior and whimsical imaginings of the future. Again and again, Tom Gauld reaffirms his position as a first rank cartoonist, creating work infused with a deep

of the eighteenth century’s version of a rock star, Lord Byron. Why? Because, after computer pioneers such as Alan Turing began to rediscover her, it slowly

understanding of both literary and cartoon history.

became apparent that she had been a key but overlooked figure in the invention of the computer. In Ada Lovelace, James Essinger makes the case that the

Yokai Attack! Hiroko Yoda 2012-08-10 Yokai Attack! is a nightmare-inducing one-stop guide to Japan's traditional monsters and creepy-crawlies. Yokai are

computer age could have started two centuries ago if Lovelace’s contemporaries had recognized her research and fully grasped its implications. It’s a

ethereal sorts of beings, like ghosts, nearly always encountered at night; everyone has their own take on how they might look in real life and what sorts of

remarkable tale, starting with the outrageous behavior of her father, which made Ada instantly famous upon birth. Ada would go on to overcome numerous

specific characteristics and abilities they might have. This book is the result of long hours spent poring over data and descriptions from a variety of sources,

obstacles to obtain a level of education typically forbidden to women of her day. She would eventually join forces with Charles Babbage, generally credited with

including microfilms of eighteenth-century illustrations from the National Diet Library in Tokyo, in order to bring you detailed information on almost 50 of these

inventing the computer, although as Essinger makes clear, Babbage couldn’t have done it without Lovelace. Indeed, Lovelace wrote what is today considered

amazing creatures for the first time in English. Illustrations, created by the talented Tatsuya Morino, detail the potential appearance of each yokai. Alongside

the world’s first computer program—despite opposition that the principles of science were “beyond the strength of a woman’s physical power of application.”

each illustration is a series of "data points," with each yokai's significant features at a glance—especially handy for any potential close encounters. Yokai Attack!

Based on ten years of research and filled with fascinating characters and observations of the period, not to mention numerous illustrations, Essinger tells Ada’s

will surely convince you that Japan's tradition of fascinating monsters is a long one—yet far from being history. Together with Yurei Attack! and Ninja Attack!,

fascinating story in unprecedented detail to absorbing and inspiring effect.

Yokai Attack! is the last guidebook to Japan you'll ever need.

Shh! We Have a Plan Chris Haughton 2015-03-01 Four friends, three big and one little, are out for a walk. Suddenly, they spot it - a beautiful bird perched high

Dumpster Dog Colas Gutman 2019-04-16 His name is Dumpster Dog. He sleeps outside, walks himself, and eats whatever he wants, whenever he wants. But

in a tree They simply must have it and - shh - they have a plan.

a life outdoors isn't everything--Dumpster Dog needs a friend.

The Art of Fiction John Gardner 2010-08-18 This classic guide, from the renowned novelist and professor, has helped transform generations of aspiring writers

The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate Jacqueline Kelly 2011-01-04 Calpurnia Virginia Tate is eleven years old in 1899 when she wonders why the yellow

into masterful writers—and will continue to do so for many years to come. John Gardner was almost as famous as a teacher of creative writing as he was for

grasshoppers in her Texas backyard are so much bigger than the green ones.With a little help from her notoriously cantankerous grandfather, an avid

his own works. In this practical, instructive handbook, based on the courses and seminars that he gave, he explains, simply and cogently, the principles and

naturalist, she figures out that the green grasshoppers are easier to see against the yellow grass, so they are eaten before they can get any larger. As Callie

techniques of good writing. Gardner’s lessons, exemplified with detailed excerpts from classic works of literature, sweep across a complete range of

explores the natural world around her, she develops a close relationship with her grandfather, navigates the dangers of living with six brothers, and comes up

topics—from the nature of aesthetics to the shape of a refined sentence. Written with passion, precision, and a deep respect for the art of writing, Gardner’s

against just what it means to be a girl at the turn of the century. Debut author Jacqueline Kelly deftly brings Callie and her family to life, capturing a year of

book serves by turns as a critic, mentor, and friend. Anyone who has ever thought of taking the step from reader to writer should begin here.

growing up with unique sensitivity and a wry wit. The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate is a 2010 Newbery Honor Book and the winner of the 2010 Bank Street -

You're All Just Jealous of My Jetpack Tom Gauld 2021-04-29 A new collection from the Guardian and New York Times Magazine cartoonist — one of NPR's

Josette Frank Award.

best books of the year! New York Times Magazine cartoonist Tom Gauld follows up his widely praised graphic novel Goliath with You’re All Just Jealous of My

Hilda and the Midnight Giant Luke Pearson 2016-02 Hilda sets out to learn the secrets of the Midnight Giant in this brand new edition of the bestselling classic!

Jetpack, a collection of cartoons made for The Guardian. Over the past eight years, Gauld has produced a weekly cartoon for the Saturday Review section of

The Girl on the Fridge Etgar Keret 2008-04-15 Collects early short stories by the Israeli author, on various topics including war, relationships, and aging.

Britain’s most well regarded newspaper. Only a handful of comics from this huge and hilarious body of work have ever been printed in North America –
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